NARRATIVE QUESTION CARDS
BEFORE READING (GREEN):

What does the title tell me about this story?  #1
What do the pictures tell me?  #2
What do I already know about . . . ?  #3
I predict that this story will be about . . .  #4

DURING READING (YELLOW):

Who?  #5
What?  #6
When?  #7
Where?  #8
Why?

How?

What do I think will happen next?

It would be exciting/interesting if . . .

AFTER READING (RED):

Who were the characters?

What was the setting?

What was the problem?

How was the problem solved?
Why did . . .?

#17

I liked/disliked this story because . . .

#18

What do you think happened to the characters after the story ended?

#19
EXPOSITORY QUESTION CARDS

BEFORE READING (GREEN):

What does the title tell me? #1

What do I already know about the topic? #2

What do the pictures tell me? #3

What do I want to learn about . . .? #4

DURING READING (YELLOW):

Does this make sense? #5

What have I learned so far? #6
What questions do I still have?

What new words did I learn?  

What is the passage mainly about?

What did I learn about . . . ?  

What else do I want to know about . . . ?

AFTER READING (RED):
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